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Chocolate to the rescue! As our Wellness Team prepares to
protect us against influenza, the Auxiliary and Foundation will
be rewarding us with a delicious treat. Chocolate bars from the
Auxiliary gift shop are part of the delicious loot being offered
to everyone after we have our annual flu shot.
Thanks to the Auxiliary for emptying out their larder and
thanks to the Foundation for paying for the rest.

We are best prepared to provide safe, sustainable
care when we make safety a priority for our family
(very small COVID bubble), friends, and neighbours.
Please encourage everyone to TAKE THEIR BEST SHOT.

Flu Shot Clinics
Influenza immunization clinics are being
held October 13 to 16 in the second floor
classroom. Please follow the instructions
available at the clinic and maintain safe
physical distance
Tuesday - 10 to noon, 1 to 4
Wednesday to Friday - 8 to noon, 1 to 4
Clinics will continue on a similar schedule
throughout the weeks to come.

Community Cares masks are available at
92 James Street - Parry Sound
Monday to Wednesday - 9 a.m. to noon

Because our Community Cares about keeping each other safe.

“THANK YOU”
to our team
at WPSHC

Take the Pledge to #StopTheSpread
Ontario’s facing another surge of COVID-19 and health care workers know more than anyone
what’s at stake if we don’t do our part. This October, we are asking Ontario’s health care providers,
to share how you’re doing your part by taking the pledge to #StopTheSpread.
As health care professionals, you’ve worked selflessly to care for your communities, often at the
expense of time with your own families. Now with provincial COVID cases rising again, we need
your help to encourage all Ontarians to come together to ensure everyone stays safe.
Take the Pledge by visiting this site, and make sure to share your post on social media via Facebook,
Twitter or Instagram using the hashtag #StoptheSpread.

We appreciate your support in spreading the word and encouraging others to do the same.
Take the Pledge and Stop the Spread Today:
www.ontariocovidpledge.ca/healthcare-workers
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Additional public health measures in provincial ‘hot spots’
In consultation with the Chief Medical Officer of
Health, the Public Health Measures Table, and local
medical officers of health and other health experts,
the Ontario government is introducing additional
targeted public health measures in the Ottawa,
Peel, and Toronto public health unit regions.
These modified Stage 2 restrictions will be for a
minimum of 28 days and reviewed on an ongoing
basis.
“The health experts presented the most recent
health data which identified some alarming public
health trends that require immediate attention
and early action to keep people safe,” said Premier
Doug Ford. “That’s why we are making the difficult,
but necessary decision to accept the health
advice, and impose further restrictions in Toronto,
Ottawa and Peel Region. By taking action ahead
of the long weekend, we will help contain the
spread in these hot spots, protect the surrounding
communities, shield our seniors and most
vulnerable, and contain the second wave surge.
At the same time, we are providing support to our
small businesses in these hot spots.”
“We are seeing the percentage of people testing
positive for COVID-19 rising, hospitalization
rates are growing, and community outbreaks
are entering our nursing homes and vulnerable
congregate settings,” said Ontario’s Chief Medical
Officer of Health, Dr. David Williams. “We need to
act quickly, and we need everyone to follow the
public health guidelines if we are going to stop the
spread and contain the second wave.”
Effective Saturday 10 October at 12:01 a.m.,
these targeted measures are being implemented
in Ottawa, Peel, and Toronto as a result of their
higher than average rates of transmission.

Measures under a modified Stage 2 include:
• Reducing limits for all social gatherings and
organized public events to a maximum of 10
people indoors and 25 people outdoors where
physical distancing can be maintained. The two
limits may not be combined for an indoor-outdoor
event.
• Prohibiting indoor food and drink service
in restaurants, bars and other food and drink
establishments, including nightclubs and food
court areas in malls.
• Closing of:
- Indoor gyms and fitness centres (i.e., exercise
classes and weight and exercise rooms);
- Casinos, bingo halls and other gaming
establishments;
- Indoor cinemas;
- Performing arts centres and venues;
- Spectator areas in racing venues;
- Interactive exhibits or exhibits with high risk
of personal contact in museums, galleries, zoos,
science centres, landmarks, etc.;
• Prohibiting personal care services where face
coverings must be removed for the service (e.g.
makeup application, beard trimming)
• Reducing the capacity limits for:
- Tour and guide services to 10 people indoors
and 25 people outdoors.
- Real estate open houses to 10 people indoors,
where physical distancing can be maintained.
- In-person teaching and instruction (e.g. cooking
class) to 10 people indoors and 25 people
outdoors, with exemptions for schools, child care
centres, universities, colleges of applied arts and
technology, private career colleges, the Ontario
Police College, etc.
• Meeting and event spaces to 10 people indoors
and 25 people outdoors, and
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• Limiting team sports to training sessions (no
games or scrimmages).
Schools, child care centres, and places of worship
will remain open in these communities and must
continue to follow the public health measures in
place. Before-school and after-school programs
will also be exempt from these new restrictions.
Given the extraordinary costs associated with
these functions, wedding receptions scheduled for
this weekend may proceed under existing public
health rules. Effective Tuesday 13 October at 12:01
a.m., updated public health measures will apply
to wedding receptions, including new gathering
limits of 10 people indoors and 25 people

outdoors at event spaces.
“The rising number of COVID-19 cases and
outbreaks with increasing rates of hospitalization
and ICU admissions is very concerning and putting
our health system capacity at risk,” said Minister
of Health Christine Elliott. “We need to halt this
dangerous trend by tightening public health
measures in Ottawa, Peel and Toronto in order to
keep our schools open, protect our seniors and
our loved ones in long-term care homes, and avoid
the need for harsher measures in the future. This
was not an easy decision but a necessary one to
potentially preventing something much worse.”

In addition to the measures being implemented in the Ottawa, Peel, and
Toronto public health unit regions, the Chief Medical Officer of Health is also
urging all Ontarians to:
• Limit trips outside of home, except for essential purposes only such as work
where it is not possible to work from home, school, grocery shopping, medical
appointments, and outdoor healthy physical activity. In addition, travel to other
regions in the province, especially from higher transmission to lower transmission
areas, should only be for essential purposes.
• Practise physical distancing of at least two metres with those outside your
household.
• Wear a face covering when physical distancing is a challenge or where it is
mandatory to do so.
• Wash your hands frequently and thoroughly; and following gathering limits and
rules.
The Chief Medical Officer of Health and other public health experts continue to
closely monitor the evolving situation across the province to advise if and when
public health measures or restrictions should be adjusted or tightened.
For additional protection, the Ontario government is encouraging everyone
to download the new COVID Alert app on their smart phone from the Apple and
Google Play app stores.

Please recognize this important caution
when it appears at the top of an email message:
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization.
Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

We share responsibility to actively protect our staff
members and systems from ‘phishing’ attacks
What is phishing?
Phishing is a type of online attack in which an attacker - using both technological
and psychological tactics - sends one or more individuals an unsolicited email, social
media post, or instant message designed to trick the recipient into revealing sensitive
information, downloading malware, making a purchase, or sharing items with financial
value (such as gift cards).
• Verify the sender by carefully examining the
“From” address, which should be consistent with
the display name and the context of the message.
For example, an email message claiming to be from
a bank should not have an “xbox.com” address
domain (the domain is everything after the @). Some
phishing attacks use a sender’s email address that
is similar to, but not the same as, an organization’s
official email address. An example would be
“omtario.ca” instead of “ontario.ca.”
• Do not provide usernames, passwords, or
other access codes in response to an email
request or unsolicited pop-up windows. Legitimate
organizations never ask for this information via email
and only collect it through their official websites
or applications. When in doubt, follow up with the
sender by phone.
• Do not open suspicious file attachments. If you
receive an unexpected attachment, contact the
sender (preferably by phone) to confirm that the
attachment is legitimate. If you cannot confirm
its legitimacy, report the attachment to your IT
department, or delete it.
• Never click on suspicious links. Hover your
mouse over parts of the message without
clicking on anything. When you hover over

a hyperlink (or an image with hyperlink embedded),
you should see the full web address of that link
appear. If that address looks strange or doesn’t
match what the link description says, do not click
it (for example, if it’s supposed to be a link to a Bell
website, but the link’s address isn’t a known Bell
website, but some other unknown location, eg.
https://weirdosite.net). Report it.
• Do not respond to suspicious or unwanted
messages. Attackers benefit from learning more
about potential targets. For example, asking to have
an email address removed from a malicious party’s
mailing list confirms that email is active, potentially
leading to additional attacks. Downloading missing
images confirms that the message was viewed.
The best practice is to flag the message as spam or
delete it.
• Report suspicious messages. When you receive
a suspicious message, please use the Report
Message button (if in Outlook desktop) or the Junk
button (if in Outlook web) – doing this adds the
sender to Microsoft’s blacklist and ‘teaches’ their
spam filter what messages to block. If you click on
questionable links or attachments, notify our IT
department immediately. The IT department can
confirm the threat and take action to minimize any
risks to our organization.

Please always use the Report Message button
in Outlook and also on our webmail system.
IN YOUR OUTLOOK
You can flag a suspicious email in your Outlook by going to the Report Message
button, then selecting ‘Phish’ if it is a scam or ‘Junk’ if it’s normal unsolicited
junk mail. This button is only available if the message is selected while it is
sitting in your INBOX.

IN YOUR WEBMAIL
You can flag a suspicious email in your Webmail by going to the Junk button,
then selecting ‘Phish’ if it is a scam or ‘Junk’ if it’s normal unsolicited junk mail.
This option is only available if the message is selected while it is sitting in your
INBOX.

Reporting a suspicious email message enables our Information Technology staff to better
support and secure our email systems (Outlook and webmail) by informing our
threat protection services about dangerous and suspicious email messages so that
the system can use that information to better protect us from future threats.
Thank you for taking action to report suspicious messages.

Our Foundation’s payroll deduction 50/50 draw takes place every two
weeks - and you can sign up to participate any time.
The cost to enter the 50/50 draw will be $5 per pay - only available through
payroll deduction. The winning participant and the Foundation equally share
the amount of money collected through the entry fee. Pick up a form from the
Foundation office.

Nicole Murphy
is the winner of
our most recent
Payroll Prosperity
50/50 draw, with
a prize of $487.50.

The North Bay Parry Sound District Health Unit (Health Unit) is asking residents to be careful what
they share. Ontario is experiencing increasing numbers of people becoming ill with COVID-19,
which is likely the onset of the provincial second wave. The next few months are marked with special
occasions that traditionally bring large groups together, such as Thanksgiving.
“More than ever before, we must slow the spread of COVID-19 by following public health
recommendations to protect one another. Mark these special occasions with happy memories and
not COVID-19,” says Dr. Jim Chirico, Medical Officer of Health.
To be safe:
• Limit holiday gatherings to family or household members only. Less people, less risk. It is important
to remember that unmonitored gatherings are to be no more than 10 people indoors or 25 people
outdoors.
• Limit the length of time for the gathering. Less time, less risk.
• Consider celebrating outdoors if possible. More space, less risk.
• Consider celebrating virtually, especially if family members are at increased risk of severe illness
(elderly, people with medical conditions, weakened immune systems, etc.).
• Family members and students should assess the risk they may pose to their families and loved ones
before returning home for Thanksgiving.
- Are you returning from an area with increased or increasing COVID-19 activity? Increased COVID-19
activity, increased risk.
- Have you been limiting your social interactions and following two metre distancing, hand washing
and face covering recommendations in the past 14 days? Increased interactions without precautions,
increased risk.
• Do not attend gatherings if you feel ill or have symptoms of COVID-19. Stay home and arrange
to be tested.
• Consider wearing face coverings indoors and outdoors, especially when physical distancing
can’t be maintained.
No one wants to be the person who gives their loved ones COVID-19. We ask that you think
carefully about where you go and what you do to protect the ones you love, especially those
at greater risk.
Please continue to follow the public health protocols by physical distancing, wearing a face
covering in indoor public places including public transit and anywhere physical distancing is a
challenge, wash or sanitize your hands often, cough and sneeze into your sleeve and stay home
when you feel sick or have symptoms and arrange to be tested.

Hosted virtually, 6 Albert Street, Parry Sound, ON, P2A 3A4
Contact Kathy Hamer, RN at 705-746-4540 x1403

Please pre-register at https://zoom.us/meeting/register/tJEscuysqzsjGtOJaM7nojv3gx5X9N08T6Q0

We are a team, and we’re
working together!
Masked & maintaining physical distancing.
We are working together through an exceptional time in the history of our
health care system. Please make time to care for yourself, your colleagues,
your family, friends, and neighbours. Get out to safely enjoy the beauty
that is all around us. We live and work in a very special place.
Reach out to us, the WPSHC Wellness Team
Sandra Quathamer - extension 2412 Hilary Piano - extension 2410

